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Even though the PE is much melloweL
it's still possible to leap it out of a
berm. Mike Webb lofts it.

TheKawa forks come set up way too
soft. We suggest adding morc oil to
the forks.
is a whole new motorcycle, The most
striking change is the new 198cc borejob,
but comparing this year's spec sheet with
Iast year's will find very few similarities.
Big differences from one end to the other,
and yeah, it's really fast!

POWER
So it shouldn't come as a surprise to

anyone that the KDX200 is the horse-
power king for 1983. This new Kawasaki
engine is awesome! There is more low-
end power than any of the rest of the
bikes, and good acceleration through the
first part of the power curve. Most people
could live with just what this bike puts
out up to 6000 rpm and be perfectly
happy. But once the ports really start to
breathe at upper rpr! the KDX is a stunner.
The best word is violent The power comes
on so hard and fast that if the rider isn't
paying attention, the KDX will leap right
out from under. When the front end comes
back down, the bike will rev out until it
sounds as if it's ready to explode, and will

make power all the way to the top. Amazing!
Running second to the KDX is last

year s winner, the IT1?5. The IT still has
a good, usable powerband, but suddenly
it's giving away 2?cc's to the KDX. In an
Open class bike 27cc's may not make
much difference, but on a 175 it's a whole
new world. For the most part the IT will
run right with the KDX through the rocks
and trees, but if a hill comes up, the KDX
will disappear while the IT rider is still
searching for the right gear. This is not
bad-175 riders will always have to work
harder than folks on bigger bikes-but
the new KDX engine has rewritten the
book on what is best.

The PE comes in third. Changing the
gear ratios did much to help spread out
the power on the Suzuki but it also turn-
ed the bike into a slow-revving cruiser in
comparison with the other two. Cracking
the throttle open will result in a very pre-
dictable buildup in speed right up to red-
line. Good power all the way through the
range, but nothing exciting, and no burst
of power to get you out of trouble if you
need iL

Which puts the XR200 down at the
bottom. The XR is never in a hurry. Open
the throttle and it accelerates like an
electric motor; go through the gears and
it will do it all the way to the top. The only
problem is, the other three bikes will be
so far in the distance, you won't even see
a dust cloud anJrmore,

But there are places where this type of
four-stroke power is the best thing to
have under you: tight woods. When the
hees get really close together, the XR
will give absolutely nothing away to a
two-stroke. A good four-stroke rider can
get a rhythm going that will send two-
strokes into the trees as they try to keep
up. In a wide-open enduro, however, the
story will be completely different; the XR
just doesn't have the punch to keep the
rider at the top of his minute.

FORKS
Right up front let us say one thing: All

four of these bikes are set up too soft for
hard rurrning right out of the crate. No
matter what you buy, a certain amount of
set-up time will be needed before any of
the 200s are capable ofblitzing overrough
ground.

Aside from said softness, the PE and
IT have the best action right out of the
box. They go about the business of soak-
ing up terrain with no nasty habits and
not a bit of flex.

The KDX forks were the softest of the
lot and difficultto evaluate because ofiL
The front end alternately bounces and
wallows, but they can be cured by a change
to lO-weight oil run six inches from the
tops of the tubes, with the forks collapsed.
Once this little ritual is performed, they
will work as smoothly as any.

The XR forks suffer from a different
problem. To keep the weight dowq Honda

The lTl75 is still one of the most liked
bikes by our fesfa/s. Jim Holley
winches up the front end.

All of the testers agreed that the XR
fits a riderwell, although a big person
might feel slightty cramped on this
small200.

has seen fit to use 35mm fork tubes on its
Showa forks (all the rest use 38mm tubes),
and they do have a tendency to flex The
flex only shows up when the XR is pushed
to its limit, but once there the front end is
vague and not very confidence-inspiring.
Honda should go for the bigger forks.

REAR SUSPENSION
There's a clear winner here. For the

second year in a row, the PE takes the
laurels. The Full Floater system makes
10.6 inches feel like much more, and all
we needed was a few turns on the preload
ring to make the bike work like a dream.
Kawasaki takes the second spot in this
competition with the new Uni-tak setup
on the KDX. The new system is straight
off the motocross bikes and it is an excel-
Ient working unit The only reason it's in
second is because the feel is just slightly
more harsh than the Suzuki action; aside
from the slight harshness, we had no com-
plaints-after a couple hundred miles of
break-in, it should soften up nicely.



Gobs of horsepowerarewaiting for
anyone brave enough to twist the
K DX's th rottle. J o n M iller dem o n-
sfiafes.

Honoa engine is compactand easy to
work on, buta few pounds heavier
than the two-stroka engines. Brute
horsepower is not one of the Honda's
stock featurcs.

The IT rear end works well just as long
as you want to go slow. For fast riding, a
very lightweight rider will want to bump
up the preload, and anyone over 150
pounds would be well advised to install
the stiffer accessory spring before trying
to set a land-speed record. The 25-position
rebound damping is very sensitive to
changes, but it is a feature that will allow
the rider to dial in just what he needs.

The same can be said for the XR. The
action is good, but it's far too soft with the
stock spring to allow for any fancy riding.

The shocks on every one ofthese bikes,
by the way, are very high quality units.
They all make extensive use of aluminum
to keep the weight down, have adjustable
damping controls and are rebuildable if
you wear them out. To be totally honest,
there's not a barker in the lot, and all but
the most competitive riders will be happy
with the stockers after a little bit of ad-
justing time.

HANDLING
Every one of the bikes suffer some-

what because of the soft stock suspen-
sion settings. This is how they came de-
livered to us: The Kawasaki front end was
much softer than the rear (not enough
oil), and the front end had a tendency to
tuck under. The PE and IT were softer in
the rear (not enough preload or spring),
so the front end wanted to wash out. The
XR was too soft at each end; in the slow
stuff it was cushy and fine, at anything
over moderate speeds it was a wallowing
handful.

The point is, in order to get the most
benefit out of the handling your bike is
capable of, you must have the suspension
in the ballpark. After a quick dialing job,
this is the way they came out: The XR
will turn under everybody, by virtue of its
short wheelbase and overall small size.
This can be handy in tight woods. The
KDX is not necessarily a tight turner, but
we like it because it was precise. When
you point the Kawa's front wheel in a cer-
tain directione it goes that way with nary a
struggle. The IT can cut under the Kawa-
saki, but it has a more imprecise feel-we

Kawasa ki is th e first m a n ufactu tet to
go a full20Occ's on a 2(N class flvo-
stro ke. H orsepower is aw eso m e. N ew
head steady has eliminated vibration
problem.

never really got the feeling that the front
tire was biting, although it didn't do any-
thing scary. The PE took the most atten-
tion to ride, as the front end wanted to
hunt around more than any of the rest of
the bikes.

Obviously, this has a Iot to do with the
different tires on each bike. We don't
have to tell you that mounting a Metzeler
will improve every one of them.

IIIGH-SPEED STABILITY
Tied for this are the Suzuki and Kawa-

saki. The PE has the longest wheelbase,
and along with the excellent suspension
action, it will hold its own over the rough-
est sections. Kawasaki has always made
a stable bike, and this year's KDX is no
exception. Gung-ho riders have nothing
to fear from either bike.

The IT and XR had a problem with
suspension bottoming, just as we've been
talking about for the last umpteen para-
graphs. They would bang around through
the bumps, forcing the rider to make direc-
tion corrections all through the section.
The good spread of power on the IT
really helps in this area, giving the rider a

chance to power out of a situation if need
be. The XR rider, on the other hand,
would find nothing more there when he
reached for a little more throttle, forcing
him to slow down.

BRAKES
Once again, there is more than enough

braking power on each of these bikes to
get the job done. We had no complaints
with the front stoppers. The rears were
all slightly different. The Yamaha was
touchy on downhills, butvery strong when
we needed iL The Kawasaki rear did the
job with no complaints, while the Honda
had a tendency to heat up and become
very sensitive to pressure. Our PE wore
rather quickly and needed adjustment
more often than the rest, but overall the
action was good. All minor snivels, to be
sure.

We should mention in passing, though,
that in order to keep the wheel weight
down, all four of the manufacturers have
gone to the smallest hubs necessary to

Plenty of clutch action is necessary if
you plan to ride the new PE aggres-
sively.



The Suzuki top end is essentially the
same; powerband has been smoothad
out by a change in gear ratios.

get the job done, and because of this you
need to take care of them to get the best
results. Keep the shoes and drums free of
mud and crud-don't spare the contact
cleaner-and they'll keep working fine
for a good long while.

COMFORT AND LAYOUT
Switching back and forth between the

bikes, not one of our testers could agree
on which was the proper bar shape and
position, so keep in mind that whatever
we say about handlebars here, you may
feel the opposite.

The two most comfortable bikes (nearly
a dead heal even though the two are so

radically different) are the XR and KDX.
Minorgripeswould include the shape of
the XR bars; they're pulled back too far
for a good forward-on-the-tank position,
which is also the KDX's problem. The
Kawasaki's pegs are slightly more forward
than the other bike's, and when the stock
bars hang back too far it makes the whole
package feel as if your feet are farther
forward than your hands. Raising the bars
as high as you can without hurting your
wrists seems to help a lot

The PE lost points because of the width
of the bike. Even though it uses a single-
shock system, the Suzuki is still rather
wide at the seat/tank junction. The IT
comes in last, by virtue of the wide tank
and protruding exhaust pipe. The tank
forces your legs apart when you slide up,
and even if the pipe doesn't get in your
way, we guarantee you'll wind up denting
it sooner or later.

EASE OF RIDING
For high-speed, late-all-day-long enduros,

the suitability of these bikes would be in
this order: KDX, IT PE, XR. The KDX
is very stable and powerful for high-speed
work The IT is power{ul, but not quite as

confidence-inspiring. The PE revs too
slowly and would be more work to spur
along, and the XR rider would find him-
self dropping more and more points at
each succeeding checkpoint.

Ttrrn it around, though, and let's see

how it would work in a real tight, slow-
speed survivor's run. The order would be

Ya ma ha left the lT en gine alo ne th is
year, butthe bike still puts out excel-
lent horsepowerfora 175. There is no
shortage of reservoirs, bottles and
tubes on board.

reversed completely, although individual
performance would depend more on the
rider. The XR would be first, because of
its ability to chug through tight woods
Iike a snake. The PE would come up a few
notches because the powerband would
be easier to control than the other two
faster bikes. The IT and KDX riders would
probably be the most unhappy, after
spending all day trying to hold back the
horsepower. Of course, tight enduros all
depend on the rider-a really fast tree
man might love the KDX.

BUGS
The Suzuki PE stil needs lots of Loc-

tite to stay in one piece. We lost more
bolts out of the left-side panel than we
can even remember. One thing you don't
need to worry about is the grips. They are
bonded onto the bars, and will never come
off. Good luck changing to a different
type. The throttle adjustment on said
bike is critical. If you have too much slack
on the cable, the cable end will rub on the
inside of the throttle housing and wear it
out. The PE clutch is also sensitive to
abuse. Slip it a little and it will drag until
it's allowed to cool. Last, but not least
the chain (a DID 520 UB) seems to be
something new We spent one day search-
ing for an extra master link for the bike,
and not one bike shop had one that would
match up.

The IT still drew very few complaints.
The tank is too wide, and the pipe sticks
out too far. The kickstarter is very short
and small, and only travels a shdrt dis-
tance before it bottoms out on the footpeg.

We had a few complaints that the Honda's
forks are too smalt and we agree. They
should be using 38mm tubes, like the rest of
the bikes. The XR's speedometer is far too
big for the job it needs to do; Honda makes
an excellent optional odometer unit that
would be a perfect fit on this bike. We also
had complaints that the four-shrcke was too
Ioud but Honda supplies a bolt-in accessory
silencer to knock off a few db.

Last year we complained about the ex-
cessive vibration of the Kawasaki KDX.
This year, we're happy to tell you it is no

The XR2il) felt most comfortable in
the tight stuff, although overyone
agreed it was too softly suspended.
Tip Webb at the controls.
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Roosting through the woods is made
slightly less painful with the stock lT



KAWASAKI KDX2OOA1
ENGINE TYPE 2-stroke
BOREANDSTROKE 66ommx58.Omm
DISPLACEMENT 198cc
CARBURETION . 32mm Mikuni
FACTORY RECOMMENDED JETTI NG:

MAIN JET. .. 135
NEEDLE JET R-6
JET NEEDLE 5FJ57-3
PILOTJET 40
SLIDE NUMBER 3.0

FECOMMENDEDGASOLINE Premium
FUELTANKCAPACTTY 11.0t(3.3sar.)
FUEL TANK MATERIAL . . Plastic
LUBRICATION Pre'mix
RECOMMENDED OIL Kawasaki lube

at 20:'l
OILCAPACITY,TRANS. o6L(o.63qL)
AIF FILTRATION Oiled foam
CLUTCH TYPE .. Wet, multi-plate
TRANSMISSION 6-speed
GEARBOX RATIOS:

1 .. 2.769:1
2 .... .. 200011
3 , ,,. .. .,. 1.533:1
4 1 235:1
5 .. - 1.041:1

DISTRIBUTOR:
Kawasakj lvlotors Corp.
2009 E Edinger Ave.
santa Ana, CA 92705

PARTS PRICES, HIGH WEAR lrEMSt
PISTON ASSEMBLY, COMPLETE ..

s45 07
RINGS ONLY 13,26
cYLtNDEh 15330
SHIFT LEVER .,.1932
BNAKE PEDAL ,. 21 16
FRONTSPROCKET, ...... .. .11.96

B9ES
SILENCEF/SPARKARRESTER Yes/yes

HONDA XR2OOR
ENGINE TYPE, 4-stroke
BOBEANDSTROKE, 65smmx578mm
OISPLACEMENT .. 195cc
CARBURETION .. .- 26mm Keihin
FACTORY RECOMMEN DEO JETTI NG:

MAIN JET 138
NEEDLE JET N/A
JET NEEDLE F2351 F4
PILOT JET 35
OLIDE NUMBEF.. sCA

RECOMMENDEDGASOLINE Premium
FUELTANKCAPACIW . LO L(2.1 gal.)
FUEL TANK MATERIAL Plastic
LUBRICATION Wet sump
RECOMMENDEDOIL . low3omotoroil
OILCAPACITY. 111(12q1.)
AIR FILTRATION Oiled foam
CLUTCH TYPE .... Wet, multFplate
TFANSMISS1ON .. - 6-speed
GEARBOX RATIOS:

1 ... . 276511
2 1.941 :1

3 1 450:1
4 1 130:1
5 o 923:1
6 0.785:1

GEARING, FRONT/REAR 13/50
IGNITION . CDI
PRIMARY KICK SYSTEM? . . YES
FECOMMENDEDSPARKPLUG NGK

DRSE$L
SiLENCER/SPARKARRESTEB Yes/yes
FRAME, TYPE Diamond

EXHAUST SYSTEM
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When you're talkin' Cross-ups &
Clickers. . .You're talkin' "MAGOO"!

I really appreciate all the features ofthe Hi-
Point's. For bxample, the padding for the
ankle bone that contains a frber disc. Or the
protective padding on the inside legs of the
boot. They really work when your foot and
leg is banged against the frame. Hi-Point's
offer extra padding in addition to trick pieces
of shock absorbent frber built into the bootin
key stress areas. The toe, the heel, the arch
and even the shift lever area.

I could go on and on about the trick buckles
and sole and colors, etc. I'll take Hi-Point's
protection and advantages any day of the
week.

Latch'em up at
your Hi-Point
Racing Products
dealer

I've worn Hi-Point's for a whole lot of years
and intend to wear'em for a whole lot more.
whv?

There is not a better boot and I should
know. It wasn't so long ago that I spent as
much time undermy bike as I did ontop. To
say I crashed a lot would be an understate-
ment. Naturally when the bike's trying to
ride you, your equipment takes a lot ofabuse.
Last year things really clicked for me
winning the U.S. 500 G.P., all the motos in
the Trophie and Motocross des Nations and
victory in the Suberbikers. Through it all, my
HiPoint's held up and gave me more protec-
tion than I ever expected.

When you're talkin'
boots .. . You're talkin'

3ro9 
s'ig 

a4053
Lo(atn' -

DANNY CHANDLER

more. The addition of a head steady on
the engine seems to have cured the prob-
lem. Our only complaints are that the
odometer is a little difficult to read, the
quick throttle action may be too fast for
some people, and the new grab handles in
the rear have made the bike quite a bit
wider.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Of course, the perennial special feature

is the Suzuki quick-change rear wheel
Nothing is as fast or as easy. The other
three bikes now share the loosen-the-
axle- and- slip-the-whole- wheel- as sembly-
out-the-back-of-the- swingarrn quick- change
setup, but it isn't nearly as easy as the
Suzuki system. If we can make one broad
snivel, however, keep in mind that every
one of these systems is made to work with
the bike up on a stand or box or some-
thing, and none is equipped with a center-
stand. It sure is handy, but you have to
get the rear end up in the air before it
works.

BEATYOUR
UDDIES

L White Bros. equipped&\ 
4-sfuokes consistently lead

] the gang at the Nationals
or the guys on a weekend

ride. We've produced
race-proven reliable
engine and suspension
products for years. If

you've got a 4-sfuoke, and
want to beat the "big boys" or yourI buddies, send $1.00 for our 79821/z Catalog.

You'll build a reputation while you build your bike.

We accept money orders, COD, Master Charge and Visa or see your dealer

1l75O Seaboard Circle
Stanton, CA 9O58O
(7r4) 895-r991
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Enduro instruments are important to
consider, and the Yamaha and Suzuki
share one of the best odometers in the
business. They look different but they're
both made by the same independent
manufacturer and are very reliable and
accurate. Kawasaki takes the cake, thouglr,
with its new electronic odometer/chro-
nometeq look for a more detailed descrip-
tion elsewhere in these pages.

AIso worthy of note on the Kawa is the
new headlight setup. Gone is all the junk
that used to be needed to hold the head-
light on, and now the forks are a lot easier
to service. Also, the head fins have been
cut away around the sparkplug, making it
very, very easy to get to.

MONEY
There's no way to duck the facts here.

The Honda is the cheapest at $1575 out
the door. The Suzuki follows next in line
at $1620, the Kawasaki was third at$1649,
and last was the Yamaha at $1659.

Ifyou check our list offrequently needed
parts, you can tell that the Honda is also
cheapest from this side of the fence. Keep
in mind this is just our standard list of

casionally

your fingers.
The only other drawback is the visibility

of the display" The glass front causes a lot
of reflectioq and the LCD numerals aren't
all that fat to begin with. Some sort of
shading is necessary.

Still, it's one of those nifty extra fea-
tures that shows the manufacturer knows
what you're trying to do with his motor-
cycle, and he's trying to give you whatyou
need. O

CYCLES,
:Bin Woodlon Ro.d
Sl Lours, MO (xlila

/. \ BELL HELMETS

' 7 nx. our PtF.

*ilufr'.'i9i,il '$Elgl

riroders2 $129.75 $114.95
O'NEAL ULTRA.LITE JERSEYS
50/50 cotton-polyester with
most team logos and colors.
Adult and children sizes

ouR PRrcE 3t S.SS

O'NEAL ULTRA.LITE IIX PANTS
with most team logos and
Features: Double sewn leather
knee protection, side stretch
"spandex" and full size knee/
shin protectors.
REG. $89.95 OUR PRICE $
ECONOMY NYLON MXPANTS
WITH FULL KNEE CUPS
AND HIP PADS S59.95

SCOTT
GOGGLES
Model 90
Black with
gradrent lens

320.3

uooel 83 s14'5
While or Elue

Model 89 s16!r
Red or Yellonr

MX GLOVES
RED, BLUE or

YELLOW

OUR PRICE
$17.9s

SM-MED-LG-XLG

SHOULDER PAD'CHEST
PROTECTOR Black/Yettow

Blue/Yellow, Red/While

iI . VENTEOWITHFRONT
AND BACK PLATES

ouR PRtcE$49.95
M. ROEERT BOOTS

ROBOOT 2 PLASTIC BOOTS
MX or ENDUBO SOLES

REG sroge5 ounPnrcE $99.95
LEATHER BOOTS
MX or ENDiJFO SOLES 

'FEG sr2e es oun pnrcr $99.95

HI.POINT PRO.BOOTS
RED, BLUE OR BLACK OunrrtCr $144.95

FULL CASES160z 225ea 1195 2295/12c1

Ol{Ly. Air Filter oil
16oz 250ea 1295 2495/12

n.g. Fhck Full C.3!
MC1+
12 3 oz $3 25 m $15 95 $59 95/24 cl
Chain Lube

FREE 18 oz 4 95 ea 18 95 36 95/ 12 cl

SHIPPIilG Gear oil

ON 32oz 3 95 m 18 95 36 95/12

6.p CKSI Forkoil

ll?,,, ,!?ol,rfi. T be P"'
a io, rl -la 

as 
-il.cs x13C

5 l0 x I 7 z: rq ii.ii 4 10r 18 $67 40 5a9.95

I ro r re si zS 3a.G 4 50118 73 l9 55.95

I O-O r rg el Sg iS.gS 5 10r 18 /8 80 50.95

5 10 r 18 17 25 5295 X139
3o0r2r 5303 3595 300x21 7250 a995

Chlng Shin Tk.3 C 183D
C lmA 3 85 x 14 S21.95
3 00x14 t16.95 5 00x17 36.95
3 50 x 14 19.45 3 60 r 18 26.95
3 00 x 18 21.45 4 10 x 18 3:1.95
350x18 2495 460x18 39.95
400x18 3295 C703
4 50 x 18 37.95 5 00 x 18 41.95
3 00 x 21 22.95 5 30 x 18 +1.95

c 755
(Melzeler Copy)
4 10x14 122.95
5 30x17 40.95
350x18 2595
3 75 x 18 29.95
4 10x18 33.95
4 60x18 39.95
5 30x18 44.95
3 00 x 21 23.95

METZELER KNOBBY TIRES
.dd S2 tq l-ply our Ptitr

5 00x17 $72.m
100/90x18 51.m
110/9fi18 60.00
4 00x18 54.00
4 10x18 55.m

Our Pric0
4.50x18 360.m
5.10x18 70.95
'150/80x18 70.00

TSUBAKICHAIN

Size Our Prico
428H X110 slE.m
428H X120 t18.m
520 X110 t2E.O0
520 X120 t20.00

We wrll cul charn lo any length destred

TERRAIN VEHICLE
ARUSTRONG TRAILBLAZER
22x11 xg 

'14.95

DUNLOP KT 221
22x11xB 5495
25x 12x9 6695

COODYEAR TERRA.TIRE
TRACTOR WHEEL DESIGil
21x11x8 46.95

NANKANG N78O
21 x'12 xg 34.95
WOOLY BOOGER
22x12x8 54.95

Ps,.n K,sts re hJtyif H@ 6i %(sld. and oyersize) U 
Rod Rebuild Kits Seals and Gaskets

Iod.l frhn Klt tod.l
YZ80J $t1.90 YZ80J

YZ100J 26.10 YZ100J

YZ121J 31.60 YZ125J

YZ250J {5.70 YZ250J

YZ490J 57.m YZ490J

rT17iJ t6.70 rT175J

tT2sol lll.m tT250J

lT465J $.m rT46tJ

lft todll Sul S.t3 c.sk.t Srts

$?.m YZ80J I 9.20 t 7.75

a'1.00 YZ100J E.80 ?.{5
a7 70 YZ125J 13 10 9.40

{E.50 YZ250J 20.1E 9.91t

$.m Yz490J 16.28 11.30

{E.30 rT175J E.Eo 7.E0

o.50 tT250J 16 28 9.80

t3.60 tT465J 15 28 13 00

Piston kit consistg of piston, Rod kit consists of rod, lower bearing, prices may vary according
rings, wrist pin and circlips. lower pin and thrusl washers

FREE FREIOHT ONLY 'II COI{II}IE1{IAL U.S. THls AO SUPEBSEDES ALI PNEY|oUS AOS..
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Husqvarna:
An Expensive lradition

Becomes
An Affordable Otfer.

0uality and value never come cheap. But sometimes they're easily attained. Iake Husqvarna lor example

The motorcycle world has known ol their quality, craftsmanship, and championship winning performance

lor over 80 years And also of their expense.

What the world has often missed is the 0utstanding value received with every Husqvarna. 0n a value per

dollar basis, Husqvarna is unbetitable

And now, with a very limited offer 0n selecl, new motorcycles, Husqvarna is increasing this value even

lurther By asking lor less, yet giving y0u mttre. For example:

Purchase a brand new 1982 Husqvarna 125 XC at an unbelievable price and receive a Husky Produch

175 kit and an extra pair ol Ohlins shocks lt's like getting two bikes for lhe cost ol one

Purchase a new 1982 Husqvarna 250CR and receive all the standard equipment; long travel suspension;

0hlins gas shocks; aluminum lank and silencer. T0 this Husqvarna adds a Husky Ptoducts 4 gallon plastic

tank with 1983 graphics and a Husky Products Skid Plate You end up with two tanks and a motorcycle

capable ol winning motocross, desert 0r hare scrambles

Purchase any new 1982 Husqvarna 250XC and get a Husky Products 4 gallon plastic tank with 1983

graphics lt's the ultimate off road machine.

Ihese and other select Husqvarna machines are part ol a special ollering now under way at y0ur Husqvarna

Dealer. All machines are brand new. All come complete with the Husqvarna written warranty.

Now you can experience the prestige associated with owning a Husqvarna lor scarcely m0re than the cost

of a used machine But hurry, because the expensive lradition will never again be this aflordable

llusqvarma 4925 Mercury Street, San Diego, California 32111 (619) 565-1414
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Beforetheabuse. You can betthat
right about now they look completely
different. The tdnk stickers arc spread
all over Southern California.

parts-a founstroke has many more ob-
jects in the top end than just a piston kit
You would be well advised to considerthe
price of valves, cams and timing chain as
well.

The Yamaha had the next cheapest set
of parts, followed by a close finish by
both the Suzuki and Kawasaki

THE BOTTOM LINE
Fourth in the competitiorl but still high

on the likability scale, is the Honda XR.
The XR will work great if you just ride
tight Eastern enduros or trailride in the
same type of terrain with friends who ride
founstrokes. Pitted against a two-stroke,
the XR is much slower, and occasionally
frustrating to ride. Even so, to use all the
power available the rider will have to
stiffen the suspension to be completely
happy. A nice bike, but not entirely com-
petitive.

The PE would be the next step up.
This year Suzuki went from a very peaky
engine to a very, very mellow engine, and
they went just a little too far. The sus-
pension is excellent the handling is good
and there's enough power, but it just
doesn't happen fast enough to keep the
PE in front of the pack

The IT engine is exactly what the PE
needs: good power spread over a good
range, quick rewing, but not explosive.
The IT is way too soft in the rear, and
you'll probably need a stiffer spring to be
completely happy, but the winner of last
year's shootout is still a good bike, and
well worth the minor hassles.

Top of the heap is the KDX. Stiffenthe
forks, and the suspension will rival the
PE's; you need do nothing to the engine
to ensure having the fastest 200 class
bike made. We'll even go so far as to
caution prospective KDX buyers about
the powen lt is a very fast occasionally
violent motorcycle that will demand a
certain amount of attention from the rider.
It isn't a 250-it doesn't have enough
torque to be on the same scale as a 250,
but it has all the power you could reason-
ably ask for in a 200. This is a seriously
good bike-the best you can buy in'83. E


